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EFFECTS OF WINDS AND \MAVES ON THE
EQUATORIAL ELECTROJET

C.A. Reddy

Planetary Atmospheres Branch/Code 914
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.

Height-varying winds associated with the tides and acoustic-gravity
waves within the altitude-latitude region of the equatorial eleõtrojet
(FEJ) generate electric fields, currents and ion convergences through
their local interactions with the ionospheric plasma. Considera6le
deviations of the height and latitude structures of the EEJ from
its "norrnal" structures take place rather frequently from the above
effects. The current status of knowledge on this important aspect
of the equatorial electrojet is reviewed. 

-'Ihe 
feasibility and the use-

fulness of deducing the height-varying winds in the EEJ from the
measured electric field structures caused by them are emphasized.

EFEITOS DE VENTOS E ONDAS SOBI¿E O ELETROJATO EQUATO-
RIAL Ventos que uariam com altura, marés atmosfé,ricas e ondas
de grauidade na faha de altitude e latitude do Eletrojato Equato-
rial geram co,nTpos elétricos e correntes elétricas atraués de uma in-
teraçã,o local com o plasma ionosférico. Desuios considerdueis podem
ocorrer nos aalores normais médios dentro do Eletrojato por c&usa
dos elementos ac'ima. Faz-se uma reuisão do estudo do conhecimen-
to destes efeitos no Eletrojato. Dd-se ê,nfase 0,o processo de deduzir
os uentos, aaridueis com altura, a partir dos campos elétricos obser-
uados no Eletrojato, aaaliando se o processo é factíael e títil.

INTRODUCTION

The Ðquatorial Electrojei (EEJ) is a relatively

intense electric current flowing in the magnetic east-

west direction within a band of a few degrees on ei
ther side of the magnetic dip equator where its in-

tensity maximizes around 1100 tT (Fig. 1(u)). In
altitude, 90To or more of the current flows in the g0-

130 km altitude range, with an approximate parabolic

shape for the height structure of the current density

and with its maximum in the 102-108 km range (Fig.

1(b)). The electrojet current is driven by a nearly

vertical polarization electric field Eo which is orthog-

onal to the geomagnetic field lines in the magnetic

meridional plane (Fig. t(")). But Eo is generated

by a large scale, height-invariant, curl-free east-west

electric field Eu originating in the dynamo action of
the global scale wind system(s) in the thermosphere.

During magnetically disturbed periods, an additional

contribution to E, comes from the disturbance elec-

tric fields at high latitudes penetrating to the equa-

torial latitudes through the dynamo region. Er(z) at

any altitude is related to E, as:
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Es' (1)

where ø1, 02 are Pedersen and Hall conductivities and

the integration is done along the length of a magnetic

field line s. Since the EEJ current comprises predom-

inantly of the .Eo * B Hull drift of electrons, where F
is the geomagnetic field induction, the current den-

sity has a height structure at the dip equator which

is simila,r to that of Eo (see Fig. 1(d)). The details of

the various aspects ofthe equatorial electrojet can be

found in the papers by Kane (1976), Mayaud (1977)'

Forbes (1981), Rastogi (1989), Reddy (1977, 1981'

1989), Richmond (1973), Anandarao and Raghavarao

(1987), Fejer and Kelley (1980) and Farley (1985) and

the references therein.

The effect of the local interaction of neutral

winds within the EEJ was considered negligible for

a long time. But the significance of this effect has

been recognized increasingly in the last two decades

starting from the quantitative treatment of this ef-

fect by Kato (1973) and Richmond (1973). It is now

accepted that very substantial changes in the height

and latitude structures of the EEJ take place due to

the local interaction of height-varying winds in the

ÐEJ (e.g., see Fambitakoye et al., 1976; Reddy and

Devasia, 1981). In this paper, we present an overview

of the effects of winds and waves in the equatorial

electrojet.

ETFECT OF HEIGHT.INVARIANT ZONAL

\MIND

Fig. 2(a) shows the Pedersen drift of ions (p1)

relative to electrons and the Hall drift of electrons

(/rr) relative to ions in the 85-165 km height range

due to a constant 1.0 mV/m electric field. The rapid

decrease ofp2 above 115 km and the large decrease of

p1 on either side of its maximum near 130 km are con-

ducive to the build-up of polarization electric fields

in this height range, because electric fields generate

substantial Hall drifts of electrons and winds generate

substantial ion drifts in this height region. Fig. 2(b)

shows schematically how a large scale eastward elec-

tric field E, (*ve ea"stward) gives rise to an upward

polarization electric field E, in the magnetic merid-

ional plane in a direction perpendicular to B through

the differential upward Hall drift of electrons, which

slow down rapidly above 115 km. The ,Ðo x a arift

ofelectrons in the westward direction contributes pre-

domina,ntly to the daytime current in the EEJ, with a

small contribution coming from the Pedersen drift of

ions due to E,. Due to their high collision rate with

the neutrals, ions move essentially with the neutral

wind velocity U, in the east-west direction, with the

ion velocity V¿, becoming progressively smaller than

the neutral wind velocity above about 115 km alti-

tude. This neutral wind-generated ion motion gives

rise to a polarization electric field 8., which is also

orthogonal to B in the magnetic meridional plane, as

shown schematically in Fig. 2(c).

The electron Hall drift is altered

from (.Ðo xE)lBz in the absence of E, to

l(Eo +E*) xBllB'in the presence of 8,. However,

V 
" = (E* xE¡¡a2 = l(V; x r) x EllP' =V;, (2)

and hence E. does not really contribute to the gener-

ation ofa current; and this is the basis for ignoring, in

the earlier years, the effect of a height-invariant wind

on the EEJ. By early 1970's the height structures of

winds in the lower thermosphere have become known

better and the presence of large vertical shears in the

zonal and meridional winds became widely recognized

both observationally and theoretically.

The effects of such height-varying winds on both

the electric fields and curtents turn out to be nonneg-

ligibte, as detailed in the following sections of this pa-

per. It may be noted here that even a height-invariant

wind within the EEJ gives rise to an additional po-

larization electric field E,, even though it does not

Eoe)= P,a¡*ur*
@.
or(r)
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Figure 1. (a) Computed and observed latitude structures of the total current in the equatorial electrojet (from
Stening, 1985); (b) computed and observed height structures ofthe current density in the EEJ at the dip equator
(from Richmond, 1973); (c) the computed structures of polarization electric field Eo at different geomagnetic
latitudes À generated by a 0.3 mV/m eastwa,rd electric field E, and (d) computed height structures of current
densities corresponding to the E, fields in (c). Note the discrepancy between the computed and observed heights
of maximum current density in (b).

(ø) Estrulurøs latitudinøis calculadas e obseraødas ilø corrente totøl no Eletrojøto EqualoriøI (ile Stening, 1955);
(b) estrulum aertical co,lculailø, e obseruadø da d,ensidade ile corrente no Eletrojøto Equatorial no eqao,dor dip (de
Richmond, 1973); (c) estrutums cøIculadas ilo campo elétrico de polarizøção Eo em atíriøs løtitudes geomagné-
licas \ causadas por arn carnpo elélrico Eo de oeste parø leste de 0,9 mV/m e (il) estrutura aerticøI calculada
pøra densidade de correntes conespondenles ao canq,o elétrico Eo de (c). NoIør a discrepâ,ncia enlre as alturas
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Figure 2. (a) Differential Pedersen drift velocity (¡rt) of ions relative to electrons and differential Hall drift
velocity of eiectrons relative to ions in the presence of a 1.0 mV/m electric field at the magnetic equator. (b)
Schematic of a vertical polarization electric field Eo generated by an eastwa¡d electric field Ð, at the magnetic
equator. (c) Schematic explanation of how an eastward wind Uy causes an eastward ion drift V¿, which in turn
gives rise to apolarization electric field E, =Yru *E æU, xE.
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generate an additional current; and this electric field

is relevant for some processes in the EEJ.

EFFECT OF HEIGHT.VARYING ZONAL
\ryIND

If the zonal wind is changing in height (but not

with latitude within a few degrees of the dip equator),

then the wind-generated polarization electric field E,
in Fig. 2(c) gets partially discharged so that the east-

west electron velocity V, in equation (2) does not

equal the ion velocity V¿, and consequently, there is

a current due to E, which exhibits a variation with

height. The physical basis of the above behavior can

be understood with reference to Fig. 3 in which e, =
U, B is the dynamo emf in the "source" region volume

element within which the local zonal wind-generated

polarization electric field is being estimated. The

magnetic field lines B,B enclosing the "source" region

volume element also enclose a ttload" region volume

element (at another location) with the Pedersen re-

sistance r¿ and an emf er = UrB. Because of the

magnetic field line curvature, e, and e¿ aÌe located

at different heights so that U, # U t and e" f e¡ for a

height-varying wind. Cument flow takes place in the

circuit ABCD and there is a potential drop e" across

r, due to this current; and the resultant potential dif-

ference between A. and D in this case is e, = -(e, - e"),

unlike the case of êw = ec for U" = U¿ considered in

Fig. 2(c). When all the volume elements connected

together by the same (highly conducting) magnetic

field lines are considered with their differing values of

emf's and resistances, the general expression for the

wind-generated polarization electric field E, in any

volume element in the ÐEJ is given by (see Reddy

and Devasia, 1981, for details and sign conventions):

êu = ês * e, = -( [ "*ordr)/(o1ds), (B)

with integration done along the whole magnetic flux

tube length having significant Pedersen conductivity

c1. In general, the integration can be terminated

at 80 km level where ø1 becomes very small even at

noontime. If we apply the above methodolory, in-

cluding equation (3), to volume elements with a unit
length for each side, then the potential differences e.
and e" across any side length can be replaced by cor-

responding electric fields E, and E" respectively. The

simple physical considerations presented in this sec-

tion lead to the conclusion that the east-west current

j. at any height as generated by the height-varying

wind is a Hall current driven by E" and not by Er,
because E" is the diference between the value of E,

= - er which would have prevailed in the absence of

height variation of the wind and the value E* = -
e, * E" which prevails with a height-varying wind.

Hence,

j, (r) = o 2(z) E, (z) = o z(z)le, - (e * o fi s)l / (o 1 ds).

(4)

In addition, a wind-generated current j1 flows

in the magnetic meridional plane in such a way that

in the path length orthogonal to B the ions carry

the current and in the path length parallel io E
the electrons carry the current (see Anandarao and

Raghavarao, 1987, for details). This current is given

by:

it(z) = o1(z)8,(z). (5)

T\ryO APPROACHES

Two different approaches have been used in

treating the effects of height-varying winds on the

EEJ: (i) solving the differential equations relating the

currents and electric fields to the winds and conduc-

tivities in the EEJ, and (ii) the method of equivalent

circuit analysis. Richmond (1973), Fambitakoye et al.

(1976), Anandarao and Raghavarao(1987) used the

first approach, while Kato (1973), Reddy and Deva-

sia (1978, 1981), and Stening (1985) used the second

approach. Both approaches are expected to give the

same results, but no explicit treatment of this equiv-

Reaista Brasileira de Geofísicø, VoL 11(3), Especiø\, 1993
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B

Figure 3. Dquivalent circuit method of treating the
eleãtric field generation process by a height-varying
wind in the EEJ. See text for detailed explanation
(from Reddy and Devasia, 1978).

Mélodo do circuilo equiaalente parø tratar o processo
de criøção ile um can'tpo elétrico por unx aent'o que

aaria com allurø no Eletrojato. Ver teúo (de Red,dy
e Deuasia, 1978).

alence has been attempted.

As is to be expected, different researchers have

emphasized different aspects of the wind effects, thus

providing a very good view of how the altitude and

latitude strucüures ofthe EEJ are affected by the local

interactions of the winds in the EEJ. Sample results

from the paper of the above researchers are shown in

Fig. 4 to provide a good perspective view of the wind

effects on the EEJ.

Fig. 4 shows how a height-varying zonal wind U,

(*ve eastward) in Fig. 4a generates a current which

alters the height structure of the electrojet current at

À = 0o and À = 3' (À being geomagnetic latitude) as

shown in Fig. 4b,c. The latitude variations of the to-

tal height-integrated current intensity due to the east-

wa¡d electric field E, of global wind dynamo origin

and due to the local effect of U, in Fig. 4a arc shown

in Fig. 4d. Fig. 4 also shows the results of earlier cal-

culations done by Richmond (1973) along with some

rocket-borne magnetometer measurements of current

profiles. This figure shows that (i) the wind-generated

current, either in terms of current density at any al-

titude or the height-integrated current intensity, is

rather small within * 2o of the magnetic equator

in relation to the Ðr-generated current, and (ii) the

wind-generated currents can exceed or even dominate

the Er-generated current at À ) 3o.

The situation is distinctly different with regard

to the polarization electric fields generated locally by

height-varying winds. Fig. 5a shows three typical

wind profiles and Figs. 5b and 5c show the height

structures of the electric fields at different latitudes

as generated by U-3 and U-8 profiles, respectively,

In each case, e, = U'B is the local dynamo electric

field due to the local wind Ur, while E'o which is the

same as E, in equation (3), is the polarization elec-

tric field generated by e, in the presence of the short-

circuiting eflect of the Pedersen currents flowing in

alì the volume elements connected by ühe magnetic

field lines to the volume element with e, (as shown in

Fig. 3). In the absence of this short-circuiting efect,

E'o would have equalled e,. The electric field E' is

the difference between e, and E'o (see equation (3))

and it represents the potential drop per unit length

in the volume element with U' and e" due to the cur-

rent driven through iü by the combined action of all

the emf's e- in all the volume elements contained

within the same magnetic flux tube. Figs. 5b,c show

that the wind-generated electric field E'o (i.e., E, in
equation (3)) can have magnitudes which are com-

parable to a substantial fraction of the Er-generated

field Eu (Fig. lc) at some altitudes. Moreover, it can

have steeper gradients than E, at some altitudes; and

most importantly, it can reverse direction (upward to

downward or vice versa) more than once within the

EEJ altitude range, depending upon the height struc-

ture of the wind. The reality of such large variations

of E, with height, including the direction reversals,

has been borne out by the VHF radar observations

¿t Thumba near Tlivandrum (Reddy' 1989) in India

and at Jicamarca in Peru (Kudeki et al., 1987). An

B

€t
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observation of a dramatic event is shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6a, the line-of-sight drift velocity of the 2.75

meter size irregularities in the EEJ as measured by a

pulse coherent backscatter radar of 54.95! MHz (at

an elevation angle of 60") is shown for various times

(The characteristics of the VHF radar at Thumba are

given in Reddy et al., 1987). The drift velocity at any

height is proportional to the total polarization electric

field E7 = Ep * Er, with westward drift (marked w)

corresponding to an upward E7 and an eastward drift

(marked E) corresponding to a downward E7. On

this occasion, reversals in height and rapid changes

in the height structure with time have been observed

during 1445-1600 1ST (82.5' EMT) obviously due to

the dominance of E. over Eo in Er. Such events are

observed rarely but the height distortions and mod-

ulations of the stable, characteristic Eo shape by the

highìy variable height structure of E. are frequently

observed. In order to take advantage ofsuch observa-

tions for deducing the wind structure itself from the

observed E, structure, a theoretical study has been

conducted. Presently, the study has succeeded in re-

trieving the wind structure from E. structure under

the restricted conditions when Eo ( E, over most of

the EEJ altitude range: Fig. 7 shows a sample result

of this study (Devasia and Reddy, 1993). The study

is continuing to retrieve the wind structure under all

conditions irrespective of the relative magnitudes of

Eo and Er.

LATITUDE STRUCTURE

Fig. 8 depicts how the latitude structure of

the EEJ current-intensity and correspondingly, the

ground-level magnetic field component H are altered

by the action of height-varying winds. The computed

results are shown for the two model wind profiles U-1,

U-3 shown in Fig. 5a. It can be seen that the effect of

the winds is negligible within i 2o of the dip equator,

but it can be very large beyond * 3o gm. latitude.

Again, the reality of such modulations in the latitude

structure is borne out by excellent observations with

a latitudinal chain of ground-level magnetometers, as

shown in Figs. 8f,g. The occurrence of the double-

humped structures in the AH variation with latitude

can be seen at 12:30 to 14:30 hours on September 22,

1969 and at 11:30-12:30 hours on July 15, 1969. In

Figs. 8e,f,g, the large day-to-day variability of the lat-

itude structure of AH may also be noted and this is

partly due to the local wind effects and partly due to

the variability of the amplitudes/phases of the tidal

winds on the global scale.

A COMPREHENSIVE \/IEW
ALTITUDE-LATITUDE STRUCTURE

OF

In the foregoing paragraphs and figures in this

section, we have given a connected view of the ef-

fects of height-varying winds on the height and lati-

tude structures ofthe EEJ and the physics underlying

these efects. An unified mathematical treatment of

the height and latitude structures of the equatorial

electrgjet in the presence of height-varying zonal and

meridional winds in the EEJ has been implemented

by Anandarao and Raghavarao(1987). Their results

provide a cleat, comprehensive view of the changes

in the height-latitude structures of the EEJ currents

and electric fields due to the inclusion of the local in-

teraction of the winds. Fig. 9 shows, for the case

of an observed zonal wind structure, the substan-

tial differences in the height-latitude structures of the

EEJ electric fields, currents and ground-level mag-

netic fields with the exclusion and inclusion of the

observed wind structure. The changes in the cur-

rent, electric field, AH, LZ are found to be rather

small within *. 2o of dip equator, but large changes

in the above parameters are present due to the effect

of the height-varying zonal wind. The inclusion of

the height-varying meridional wind (as observed at

Thumba) seems to cause significantly smaller (but

nonnegligible) eflects than the effects of the zonal

wind (shown in Fig. 9a). This can be understood

qualitatively in terms of the much smaller efficiency

of the meridional wind in generating the dynamo and

Reuista Brasileirø de Geofísicø, Vol. 11(3), Especial, 1993
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polarization electric fields in the vicinity of the mag-

netic equator due to the very small values of the ge-

omagnetic field component orthogonal to the merid-

ional flow and due to the much smaller horizontal

gradients of the medium parameters (such as the elec-

tron densities and ion, electron mobilities) compared

to their vertical gradients which are more releva¡rt for

the zonal wind effects.

DFFECTS OF \MAVES

The theoretical treatments presented in section

3 on the effects of height-varying winds are applica-

ble to the effects of such atmospheric waves, whose

horizontal wavelengths are very large (hundreds of

kilometers) and whose periods are much larger than

the time scales involved for the generation of elec-

tric fields and currents. Both acoustic-gravity waves

of even a few minutes period and propagating tides

satisfy the time period requirement quite well; and

therefore, the theoretical treatments presented ear-

lier can be used to quantify the time evolution of the

electric fields and currents that are generated by the

winds associated with propagating gravity waves and

tides. The neutral temperature and density perturba-

tions associated with propagating or standing waves

in the EEJ also contribute to the changes in the elec-

trojet, but these changes are expected to be much

smaller in most circumstances than those caused by

wave-associated winds. Nevertheless, a full treatment

of this problem in relation to the EEJ changes may

be very useful. While the tidal winds have very large

scale for their horizontal variations to justify the ne-

glect of wind-generated gradients in the horizontal

direction, the same is not true of gravity waves which

may have horizontal wavelengths as small as 50 km.

The effects of wave-generated gradients in the EEJ

parameters in the zonal and meridional directions

become significant for such waves and only a three-

dimensional treatment for different wave vector direc-

tions can give quantitatively reliable results on the

wave effects in the EEJ.

347

The wave-generated electric fields, ion conver-

gences and currents in the EEJ were treated theoret-

ically in different ways by Kato (1973), Anandarao

et al. (L977) and Prakash and Pandey (1985). All

these papers predict the generation ofsignificant elec-

tric fields and they show that the efficiency of electric

field generation increases with increasing values ofthe

vertical and horizontal wavelengths of the wave. How-

ever, the actual values of this efficiency and the ion

convergences generated by the waves differ widely as

estimated in the above papers. Different assumptions

are involved in all papers: for example, Kato makes

his calculations for the case of horizontal wavenumber

kH = 0, though his formulation includes a finite kH.

A full rigorous treatment of the gravity wave effects

in the EEJ is needed so that the observed deviations

of the EEJ from the "normal" structure expected in

the absence of wave effects can be understood quanti-

tatively and compared with other competing effects.

EFFECTS ON PLASMA W.AVES

Type I plasma waves generated by a two-stream

instability process and type II waves generated by a

gradient drift or (E xE) drift instability process are

commonly present in the EEJ (e.g. see the reviews

by Fejer and Kelley, 1980; Farley, 1985). The phase

velocities of both types of waves ate measured by co-

herent backscatter radars operating in the VHF and

HF ranges. Vl@), the phase velocity of type I waves

ana Vjr(d)of type II waves in the magnetic east-west

plane are given by (eg., see Broche et al., 1978; Cohen

and Hooke, 1978; Ravindran and Reddy, 1993):

vj ça¡ x (v"s - Vr)coso lQ + a). (6)

v;I (Ð N [cB(ErlB) + c,uu]coso. (7)

In the above equations, d is elevation angle, Vu,

(V¡u) is the electron (ion) drift velocity, U, is the

wind velocity and E, is the electrostatic field, all in

the magnetic east-west direction, B is the geomag-

netic field, and a = pì pe¡ with p¿ and p" being the

Reaisla Brøsileira de Geofísicø, Vol. 11(3), Especial, 1993
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ratios of the collision frequency to the gyrofrequency

of the ions and electrons respectively. Cp = p; I
(1 + a)z and Ç,=q p?/lQ + o) (1+p3)1. At 100

km altitude, CE - 25, C' - 0.2, o - 0.1. Ðulg
n: 30m/s for E, - 1.0 mV/m and B = 0.33 Gauss.

\ev - @v/B)lp¡l(l + o)l and v¡, - uv at 100 km

height. From the above numbers, we can see that

Vj(d) varies linearly and substantially with Uy for a

given V", condition; and U, can indeed be inferred

from observed Vl(d) values ifwe have an independent

estimate of Vrs, or Vj(d) mea,surements for different

0 values. An example of such inference of U, from

radar-measured Vj values at different zenith angles

is shown in Fig. 10. With appropriately planned

radar measurements, the zonal winds in a consider-

able range of EEJ can be deduced whenever type I
plasma waves are present in the EEJ. In contrast,

VjI is very little affected by U, at 100 km level due

to the small value of C. at this height. However,

at lower altitudes of 95 km and below, U, has con-

siderable efect on Vj/ due to increasing values of C.
with decreasing altitude. In Fig. 11, (a) and (b) show

the lunar tide-related wind effects on the EEJ as ob-

served with ground-level magnetometer and with a
VHF radar (in terms of the radar Doppler frequency

and signal strength changes). While the radar obser-

vations show large perturbations in 7¡ and V around

noon on May 12, 1975 (Fig. 1la) and in the afternoon

on February 23, 1978 (Fig. 1lb), the corresponding

perturbations in AF are barely discernable. This be-

havior can be understood in terrns of the schematic

explanation in Fig. 1lc: the EEJ has suffered large

changes in its bottomside and these are measured by

the radar, while the height-integrated current inten-

sity undergoes very small changes with the result that
the changes in AF are rather small (see Reddy et al.,

1980 for details).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

As emphasized in the author's earlier reviews

on the equatorial electrojet, the EEJ is a multi-

faceted phenomenon subject to the influences of sev-

eral basic processes in the ionosphere-thermosphere-

magnetosphere system. Some of the influencing pro-

cesses are very distant from the EEJ location such

as the enhanced magnetospheric convection electric

fields which significantly perturb the EEJ. In con-

trast, the efects of winds and waves dealt with in
this paper concern the local prócesses within the

EEJ. The question then is: what effects do these lo-

cal wind-generated electric fields have on the iono-

spheric medium outside the EEJ? An investigation

of this question is yet to be taken up. The magne-

tometer and radar studies to date have given only

a glimpse of the substantial effects of the height-

varying winds on the structure ofthe EÐJ. A satisfac-

tory quantitative characterization of these effects has

yet to be accomplished through the relevant observa-

tions. The planned systematic effort of coordinated,

global observations during the IEEY will hopefully

advance such characterization. Most importantly, the

retrieval of the height-varying winds in the EEJ from

the height-varying electric fields generated by such

winds will be a decisive advance towards the under-

standing of the lower thermospheric winds near the

magnetic equator. Hopefull¡ a successful method

will be evolved for this purpose.
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